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IntroductionIntroduction
Large data centers host several application environments (AEs) thatLarge data centers host several application environments (AEs) that
are subject to workloads of varying and unpredictable intensities.are subject to workloads of varying and unpredictable intensities.
Data center servers may need to be dynamically redeployed amongData center servers may need to be dynamically redeployed among
the various AEs to optimize global utility.the various AEs to optimize global utility.
Previous approaches :Previous approaches :
 suffer from scalability limitationssuffer from scalability limitations
 and do not address the possibility of having multiple classes ofand do not address the possibility of having multiple classes of

workloads executing within an AE.workloads executing within an AE.
These limitations are addressed using  analytic queuing networkThese limitations are addressed using  analytic queuing network
models combined with combinatorial beam search techniques.models combined with combinatorial beam search techniques.
The effectiveness of this approach is demonstrated via simulationThe effectiveness of this approach is demonstrated via simulation
experiments.experiments.
Both online and batch workloads are consideredBoth online and batch workloads are considered
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Dynamic Resource AllocationDynamic Resource Allocation
Problem: Application EnvironmentsProblem: Application Environments
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Fig 2: utility as a function ofFig 2: utility as a function of
response timeresponse time
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Fig 3: Utility as a Function ofFig 3: Utility as a Function of
ThroughputThroughput
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Controller Approach: LocalController Approach: Local
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Controller Approach: GlobalController Approach: Global
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Controller Approach: ControllerController Approach: Controller
AlgorithmAlgorithm
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Performance Model for Online Transaction  AEsPerformance Model for Online Transaction  AEs
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Throughputs for a Batch Processing AEThroughputs for a Batch Processing AE
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The Experimental Setting:The Experimental Setting:
Simulated Data CenterSimulated Data Center

3 3 AEsAEs and 25 servers;  2 online  and 25 servers;  2 online AEsAEs and 1 batch AE. and 1 batch AE.
Each AE runs multiple classes of transactions/jobs.Each AE runs multiple classes of transactions/jobs.
The The AEsAEs were simulated using CSIM. were simulated using CSIM.
Each simulated server has one CPU and  one disk.Each simulated server has one CPU and  one disk.
The data center and all its The data center and all its AEsAEs were simulated on one machine. were simulated on one machine.
The Controller code executed on separate computer - ran a beam search algorithmThe Controller code executed on separate computer - ran a beam search algorithm
and used queuing network analytic models to decide the best allocation of servers toand used queuing network analytic models to decide the best allocation of servers to
AEsAEs..
A local controller in each AE collects measurements from the AE (number ofA local controller in each AE collects measurements from the AE (number of
allocated servers, arrival rates per class for online allocated servers, arrival rates per class for online AEsAEs, and concurrency levels per, and concurrency levels per
class for batch class for batch AEsAEs) and sends them to the global controller.) and sends them to the global controller.
The local controller is responsible for adjusting the number of servers deployed toThe local controller is responsible for adjusting the number of servers deployed to
each AE.each AE.
Transactions for each class of the two online Transactions for each class of the two online AEsAEs are generated by separate are generated by separate
workload generators with their own arrival rates. Separate workload generators forworkload generators with their own arrival rates. Separate workload generators for
each class of each AE generate transactions for the online each class of each AE generate transactions for the online AEsAEs..
The batch The batch AEsAEs have as many threads per class as the concurrency level for that have as many threads per class as the concurrency level for that
class.class.
It is assumed that the switching cost is zero and is based on the fact that allIt is assumed that the switching cost is zero and is based on the fact that all
applications are installed in all servers and that the switching cost to launch anapplications are installed in all servers and that the switching cost to launch an
application is ~ a few seconds.application is ~ a few seconds.
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Input ParametersInput Parameters

The table shows:The table shows:
 The input parameters considered forThe input parameters considered for

each AE.each AE.
 The service demands in seconds for eachThe service demands in seconds for each

classclass
 The SLA for each class (the The SLA for each class (the ββi,si,s  values),values),
 The weights (The weights (aai,si,s  values) used to computevalues) used to compute

the utility function the utility function UiUi  according to according to EqEq. (7).. (7).
 The values of The values of ββ  for the two online for the two online AEsAEs

are given in seconds because theyare given in seconds because they
correspond to response times.correspond to response times.

 The The ββ  values for the batch AE are givenvalues for the batch AE are given
in jobs/sec because they correspond toin jobs/sec because they correspond to
minimum throughput requirements.minimum throughput requirements.

 The table also shows the values of theThe table also shows the values of the
concurrency levels for the three classesconcurrency levels for the three classes
of of AEAE3. These values do not change3. These values do not change
during the experiments.during the experiments.
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Global Utility Functions and Scaling FactorsGlobal Utility Functions and Scaling Factors
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Variation of the Workload Intensity for Variation of the Workload Intensity for AEsAEs 1 and 2 1 and 2
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ResultsResults

Variation of the Global Utility FunctionVariation of the Global Utility Function
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Variations in Local Utility FunctionsVariations in Local Utility Functions
and the Number of Serversand the Number of Servers
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Variation of the Avg. Response Times for EachVariation of the Avg. Response Times for Each
Class Within AEClass Within AE11
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Variation of the Variation of the AvgAvg Response Response
Times for AETimes for AE22
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Utilization of the CPU and disk forUtilization of the CPU and disk for
AEAE11
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Utilization of the CPU and disk forUtilization of the CPU and disk for
AEAE22
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Variation of the # of Servers With anVariation of the # of Servers With an
Initial Allocation of 3 Servers to AEInitial Allocation of 3 Servers to AE33
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ConclusionConclusion
Analytic performance models can be efficiently used to designAnalytic performance models can be efficiently used to design
controllers that dynamically switch servers from one AE to another ascontrollers that dynamically switch servers from one AE to another as
needed.needed.
The approach is based on analytic performance models and not onThe approach is based on analytic performance models and not on
simulation models.simulation models.
The approach scales well with the number of The approach scales well with the number of AEsAEs, resources within an, resources within an
AE, and multiple transaction classes.AE, and multiple transaction classes.
The computational complexity of solving an The computational complexity of solving an openopen queuing network queuing network
model for online model for online AEsAEs is  is OO((K SK S) where ) where K K is the number of resourcesis the number of resources
((e.ge.g, processors, disks) per server allocated to the AE and , processors, disks) per server allocated to the AE and S S is theis the
number of transaction classes running on that AE number of transaction classes running on that AE [11].[11].
The computational complexity of solving The computational complexity of solving closedclosed queuing network queuing network
models for batch models for batch AEsAEs is  is OO((I K SI K S2 ) where 2 ) where K K and and S S are as before and are as before and II
is the number of iterations of AMVA is the number of iterations of AMVA [11].[11].
In most cases, AMVA tends to converge very fast (in less than 100In most cases, AMVA tends to converge very fast (in less than 100
iterations) for tolerance values of 10iterations) for tolerance values of 10−−5.5.
Configurations can be evaluated quickly.Configurations can be evaluated quickly.
The number of configurations to be evaluated each time the controllerThe number of configurations to be evaluated each time the controller
runs is a function of the breadth and depth parameters used in theruns is a function of the breadth and depth parameters used in the
beam search technique.beam search technique.


